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Natural World View by Hal Brill
Future-Proof Your Life:
Three Strategies for Precarious Times
Last quarter I discussed why investing is such an important
part of bringing about a sustainable future. For more than
twenty years, Natural Investments has been helping our
clients direct capital towards a world that we’d like to live
in. We can all be proud of the results: Sustainable and
Responsible Investing (SRI) has influenced companies to
address the well-being of communities and the planet, and
given rise to vital concepts like the green economy and
influential tools such as microenterprise funds.

Building Sustainable Community
by Malaika Maphalala

From Grass-fed Beef to Beneficial Banking

But we’re far from declaring victory – most key environmental indicators are going in the wrong direction, and
financial shockwaves have paralyzed the global economy.
My summer reading list consisted of nonfiction that’s
scarier than most horror novels, with titles like The Great
Stagnation, The End of Growth, Aftershock, and Endgame.
This hasn’t made me much fun at parties – is there a twelvestep program for doom-and-gloomers?

I recently had the pleasure of meeting Kat Taylor, co-founder
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in Pescadero, California as a conservation project aimed at
saving a critical watershed from development. The land,
a former dairy farm, was a depleted landscape of coastal
scrub and grasslands, interspersed with Douglas Fir. The
couple soon realized that this watershed was in the midst
of a vital food network connecting rural agricultural land
to the suburbs. Drawing on that systems-oriented way of
looking at the world, they became interested in re-enlivening the land as a sustainably managed ranch that would
both rehabilitate the land and provide food locally. Kat went
about getting a fast education in food systems, drawing from
the work of several pioneers: Joel Salatin of Polyface Farms,
Alan Savory, who pretty much wrote the bible on Holistic
Resource Management, and Julius Ruechel, a Yukon cattle
rancher who, like Savory, advocates ranching using grazing
patterns that mimic the migrating herds of the Serengeti and
Great Plains.
Today, the Pescadero ranch, known as TomKat Ranch,
produces triple certified grass-fed beef, sold locally under
the name LeftCoast GrassFed, and implements rotational
grazing and stacked functions whereby cattle, chickens,
turkeys, pigs, and rabbits move in tandem across the land.
Mimicking patterns of nature allows the animals to play
their natural and vital role in the ecosystem, helping to
spread nutrients, build topsoil, and support an increase in
biodiversity of native species.
In a natural extension of this work, the TomKat Ranch
Educational Foundation has played a huge role in changing
the school lunch program in their community. The entire
La Honda-Pescadero Unified School District now cooks
all school lunches from scratch using minimal processing,
whole grains, minimally refined sugar, and as many locallysourced organic ingredients as possible. Amazingly, they’ve
gotten their food costs down below conventional costs. The
one sticking point is the higher cost of food preparation,
which is currently mitigated by grant money and volunteers. However, Kat noted they’ve achieved additional cost
reductions in areas standard cost assessments don’t track:
reduced landfill costs, far less cost in packaging, and less
food waste.
Her partnership with the Center for Ecoliteracy resulted
in training programs for school chefs from throughout
the state, a feasibility study for improving school food in
Oakland, the development of a cookbook for school food
managers with scalable recipes reflecting seasonal foods of
varying regions, and an ongoing tracking study following the
pathways of twelve important California crops that could be
featured in school meals. The tracking project is especially
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groundbreaking, revealing ways that the entire school food
system can be retooled toward sustainability. Kat wants to
see a food system where demand actually helps to create
and broaden a beneficial local supply chain, supporting
good labor practices and a healthier natural environment.
Another agricultural project the Foundation helps spearhead
is InKa Biospheric Systems, an advanced aquaponic
technology in which raising fish is combined with growing
produce. InKa hopes to demonstrate how aquaponic
systems, which maximize food production while minimizing
natural resource depletion, can offer tremendous value in
regions around the world where there is limited fresh water
and arable land. But wait, there’s more. TomKat Ranch is
developing new land ownership models to address the
prohibitive land costs that make it so hard for new farmers to
access agricultural land. They’re developing an association
model where farmers, who will ideally live on the land, can
buy membership in a landowning association that maintains
ownership of the land. Membership provides the right to use
the land for sustainable farming, and through an association
lending system, allow farmers to use the land to access
financing for working capital which can be repaid thorough
a percentage of future profits. As they continue to work out
the details of this model, they’re exploring ways to incentivize building topsoil so that members who quantifiably
improve topsoil on their land could be rewarded by being
allowed to resell their membership rights at a higher price.
TomKat Ranch has begun to make land available under a
pilot model, with Early Bird Ranch, a pasture-raised poultry
producer, now on-site as the first association partner.
And then of course, there’s the bank. Modeled after
community banking pioneers like Triodos Bank and Self
Help Credit Union, One PacificCoast Bank is a Community
Development Financial Institution (CDFI) that uses the term
beneficial banking to describe its lending practices, which
focus on low and moderate income communities. Loans to
small business and non-profits support clean technology
solutions, regenerative agriculture, critical community
institutions, job growth, and a living wage. And, affirming
the bank’s commitment to an equitable relationship with
its community, 100% of the economic interest in the bank
belongs to the non-profit One PacificCoast Foundation.
This is a fascinating group of projects and I appreciate Kat
Taylor’s passion and devotion to addressing these critical
issues. She says that as a mother and a person who can’t
stop seeing everything as connected, she’s felt compelled to
be part of creating beneficial systems within a new development paradigm that can help build an economy of justice.
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not despair in the face of what science is telling us. “It
is precisely the severity of the problem that will drive a
response that is overwhelming in scale and speed and will
go right to the core of our societies,” he writes. Recalling
the great things accomplished as economies rapidly shifted
gears in the face of previous global crises such as World
War II, Gilding sees our economic and political institutions

is how we’ll get there and what will be left of the world we
know today. This is where scenario planning is useful.
I’ve been pondering this question all summer, and distilled it
down to three possibilities:
Breakdown: This has been dubbed “The Long Emergency”
by Richard Heinberg. Our society breaks down, with untold
suffering and chaos. We become sustainable because
the engine of economic growth collapses, and humans
reorganize into communities that produce much of their
own food and energy.
Muddle Through to a Soft Landing: Our basic economic
and political structures survive, through periods of recession
and constrained growth, with resource limits triggering
crisis-response changes, but without fundamental shifts in
thinking.
Breakthrough: Humanity rises to the challenge! New
technologies make it possible for all people to live an
abundant life without destroying the environment. Society
taps into its shared compassion and a global consciousness
to put an end to war and poverty.

mobilizing to face the challenge once it becomes acute:
“It will be a rough ride, but in the end, we will arrive at a
better place.”
That better place is the sustainable and cooperative future
that so many of us have dreamed about and worked for;
where humanity works for, rather than against, the life
support systems of the planet. Indeed, if we step back from
today’s drama and envision the long-term future, there’s
only one possible outcome: the earth’s natural systems, with
human society in some form, will find a new balance. We
don’t know how long it will take to get there, or how much
pain and suffering we will have to endure before we change
our ways, but the eventual outcome is certain.
If we can agree that our society is living far beyond planetary
limits, and that those limits will indeed shape our future, then
we can start doing what we call “scenario planning.” How
might the human story unfold, and how can we diversify
our investments to be prepared for various outcomes? I went
back and re-read a three-part series on scenario planning that
Christopher Peck wrote for this newsletter in 2005 (check it
out via a search for “scenario” on the NI blog – it’s good!).
His key point about making plans for the future is, ironically,
that we cannot predict the future. As Jim Morrison said: “the
future’s uncertain and the end is always near. Let it roll…”
But I’m going to quibble with both Christopher and Jim by
saying that a sustainable future for the planet IS certain (with
or without a global human society). What we don’t know

I watch myself ping-ponging
between these possibilities as I
read articles and talk to friends
who sound so certain about
very different pictures of the
future. But it takes humility to
understand that the world is a
complex and dynamic place
– we can’t know which of
these will dominate the next
decade or century. Therefore,
as investors, we need to be
prepared for all of them!

“That better place
is the sustainable
and cooperative
future that so
many of us have
dreamed about
and worked for.”

Natural Investment portfolios
take all three scenarios into
account: we invest in communities, strengthening the structures that would be needed in case of breakdown; we invest
consciously in the existing global economy to help it address
social and environmental issues; and with Regenerative
Investing we direct capital towards companies and new
industries that can lead the way to a sustainable future. With
these three strategies, our goal is to “future-proof” your
investments by preparing for each scenario. We’re all on
this journey together, and we each have our own sense of
how best to prepare, so please don’t hesitate to talk to your
NI advisor about how you see the world unfolding.
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Financial Life Planning
Thinking Ahead About Life Transitions
by Greg Garvan
Life planning is a way of looking forward that allows you
to use your skills, interests, money, and time to consciously
create the life you’re looking for.
Two areas of life planning are particularly relevant to aging
boomers these days: “retirement/transition” planning and
estate planning. As you can imagine, they can be very
related. In the last newsletter I went through some of the
estate planning issues; now I’d like to focus on life transitions,
a fancy new term for retirements that may involve more than
just kicking back at home.
Our lives tend to follow a pattern: be a kid, then a young
adult, partner up with someone, maybe have kids of our
own and see them through to adult years, and presto: you’re
“fifty-ish,” a wee bit tired, and starting to slow down. That
word retirement sits on the horizon before you, and the
story goes that we all chill, move to Florida, and
play golf. But wait, this isn’t your grandfather’s
retirement – it’s yours! And of course, even for our
parents and grandparents, retirement has always
taken lots of shapes.

do anything for a year – don’t buy or sell a home, don’t
move, don’t give up all your possessions and move to the
ashram.” We say this because, first, they’ve just had a sudden
emotional shock, and second, they were living the life they
had, and haven’t considered what they might do next.
Life planning is meant to help you take the time to consider
and create a roadmap, perhaps with a few alternate routes to
consider down the line. Moving out of work you loved can
be pretty jolting, and while some folks flow smoothly into
the next thing, many of us don’t. Having a planned transition
into your retirement or next stage in life can be very exciting,
for both singles and couples!
Best advice? When you’re beginning to feel interested in a
change, (e.g., no more paid work, or trying out a community
service project as a break from work), spend some time with
your sweetie exploring your individual and shared visions.
Then, come up with a one-year plan. Meet with your
financial advisor to talk about the consequences of your

Natural Investments type folks are much more
likely to see the post-kids years, their fifties and
sixties, even seventies or eighties, as one of new
opportunities. We may dive into second careers
or expand our community service commitments; many find a renewed energy for travel
and connection with old and new friends. From
a financial life planning perspective, that means
understanding where your investable money is, as
well being sure that your money life is in order for
the long term, as I discussed in the prior article.
These later life transitions can be very challenging,
due to our prior attitudes, plans, etc. An empty
nest can force couples to realize that they’ve
grown apart; a spouse or partner who wants out of their job
to retire at fifty-five may be with someone who loves their
work, and has no desire to stop; age differences might mean
one of you is ready to stay home and be with the grandkids,
while the other wants to go serve the world as a church
volunteer in Africa. We’ve all heard these stories, and it can
surely be challenging to find our ways.
Guess what the research says is the key to a successful
retirement or transition? Not surprisingly, it’s having a wellconsidered plan, specifically a plan for at least a few years.
Think of it this way: when a friend suddenly loses a loved
one, what do we say as they put their world in order? “Don’t
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plan on your financial life. Discuss with both the likely results
of this transition and where it may lead next. People often
wonder if they can afford to retire or transition, and many
discover they can, as long as they’re willing to make some
adjustments to their style of living. Are both of you on board
with the changes?
Life planning for retirement/transitions can be a very
rewarding process, as you realize you can use your money
to make a difference in your lives, and in the world. I
encourage you to engage this kind of work, and don’t be
afraid of changes – by having a life plan, you’re moving
forward in ways that are likely to make your later years an
especially fulfilling time!

Beyond
Just
Returns
the Headlines
Banking on Our Communities
by Susan Taylor and Andy Loving
‘Where you bank’ is first on the list of ten things we can do
as consumers to make a difference to people and planet,
according to The Better World Shopping Guide, a wellknown primer that rates the sustainability of companies and
specific products. Number one? Really?
How can where you bank make so much difference? U.S.
banks have more than $7 trillion in loans circulating in the
domestic economy. That’s a lot of capital and a lot of power
to decide who has access to that capital.
Because banks seem so generic, we tend to choose our
bank by convenience – can I swing by the ATM during lunch
hour? – or by services we want, such as online bill paying or
free checking. But banks are far from generic.
Since the bank bailouts of 2008, the “Move Your Money”
campaign has called for taking capital, and therefore power,
away from multinational banks and moving it to local banks
and credit unions. The campaign has focused attention on
the impact of where we bank, emphasizing that local banks
lend to local small business and create local jobs.
It’s not as easy as just going local, though. The deeper
question is how your bank or credit union contributes to
the quality of life for everyone in the community. By that
criterion, some local institutions may not measure up.
For example, a local bank in our area (Louisville, KY) has
loaned enormous sums to payday lending companies and
tax preparation companies that promote refund anticipation
loans; these predatory lending practices exploit people on
the financial edge and undermine our community.
It’s not easy to change our banking habits, either. Changing
where we bank may mean having to learn new ways of
handling our accounts as well as updating our automatic bill
paying instructions (ouch!). If that’s daunting, please consider
this: These one-time changes for us can be life-changing for
the people who may benefit from our deposits.
What if you could put your money in a bank that intentionally loans its capital in lower-income communities for
affordable housing, child care centers, small businesses, and
energy-saving building upgrades? Would it be worth going a
little further to an ATM to be part of the difference you could
make with your deposits?
What if you could hold your CD at a credit union that
makes loans to people affected by Hurricane Katrina or
one that focuses its loans to small businesses preserving the
environment of the Pacific Northwest? Would that be worth
changing your banking habits to include mailing in a deposit
if necessary?

If you’re not accustomed to thinking about banks, it may be
hard to know where to start looking for one where you can
feel good about the difference your deposits make. Here are
some places to begin. You can find more specifics, including
web site links, on the Natural Investments blog.

“U.S. banks have more than $7 trillion in
loans circulating in the domestic economy.
That’s a lot of capital and a lot of power to
decide who has access to that capital.”
• Look for community development financial institutions
(CDFIs). CDFIs create economic opportunities for people
who have traditionally not had open, fairly-priced access to
financial services.
• Consider banking online. If the community development
mission appeals to you regardless of location, some CDFIs
offer online banking. There are even cooperatives among
some CDFIs that allow you to use ATMs at partner institutions in your area if your account is at a CDFI in another city,
overcoming a potential hurdle to online banking
• Ask your bank whether its CRA rating is “outstanding,”
which indicates that it exceeds the minimum requirements
of the Community Reinvestment Act. That law requires that
banks provide financial services to all parts of their communities, including low-income neighborhoods, but some
banks are more committed to these efforts than others.
• Examine the thorough analysis of your bank using the
“database tool” on www.ncif.org, the web site of the
National Community Investment Fund.
If we are serious about making a difference for people and
the planet, and committed to living out our values in the 21st
century economy, where we bank is a crucial choice. We
will be sharing ways to make that choice easier and stories
of the difference it makes on the Natural Investments blog at
naturalinvestments.com.
(By the way, the other nine items on The Better World
Shopping Guide’s list of ways to change the world through
our consumption choices are gasoline, supermarket, retail
stores, car, seafood, chocolate, coffee, credit card and
cleaning products.)
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Making a Difference
The Rising Awareness of Shareholders
by Michael Kramer
Another shareholder advocacy season is in the books, reflecting
a high level of engagement, with proposals addressing four
broad categories of shareholder concerns: social and environmental issues (40%), board-focused (30%), anti-takeover/
strategic (20%), and executive compensation (10%).
Shareholder support for social and environmental issues
continues to grow. Five years ago, only 13% of the proposals
submitted in these realms received greater than 30%
support, the level at which companies typically begin to
take notice. This year, 40% of such proposals surpassed the
30% threshold, with 15% receiving higher than 40% support
votes. In the environmental arena, most of these proposals
called for companies to produce sustainability reports and/
or provide disclosure on the economic risks associated with
climate change.

“Management has engaged in an unprecedented
level of shareholder engagement.”
In particular, investors at energy companies supported
shareholder resolutions requesting a report on the financial
risks to companies that continue to concentrate on coalfired power. 31% of FirstEnergy investors, representing $4.4
billion, supported the resolution; Duke Energy, CMS Energy,
and Dominion heard the same from 6-9% of their investors.
The hydraulic fracturing issue, also known as fracking,
received a record number of shareholder votes seeking more
transparency: 41.7% of Ultra Petroleum investors, double
last year’s vote, 40.5% of Chevron investors, and 28.2% of
Exxon’s voted for resolutions requiring disclosure of fracking
chemicals. At Anadarko Corporation, which has a large
interest in the Marcellus Shale, a shareholder proposal was
withdrawn after the company agreed to expand and improve
its public reporting.
Turning to the food industry, one quarter of Coca-Cola
investors supported a resolution asking the beverage giant to
address the human health risks of continuing to use Biphenyl
A (BPA) in their soda can linings. Whole Foods and Yum!
Brands, owner of Taco Bell, KFC, A&W, and Long John
Silver’s (yum, yum?), also agreed to transition away from
using cash register receipt tape containing BPA.
A first-time resolution with McDonald’s to end the use of
Styrofoam coffee cups saw an outstanding 29.3% support
from investors, several times the average for this type of
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resolution. Starbucks investors voted 8.1% in support of a
request to overhaul the company’s recycling policies, which
currently exclude their glass, plastic, and metal containers.
Dialogue with major food distributor Sysco resulted in the
company’s participation in the Carbon Disclosure Project
and development of a sustainability strategy that addresses
water scarcity and sustainable agriculture.
In the realm of e-waste, a resolution with Target requesting
that they provide expanded recycling for their customers,
disclose information about their disposal policies, and ban
the export of electronic waste to developing countries,
received support from 30.8% of investors. A dialogue with
Wal-Mart on this issue is ongoing.
In the social arena, largely in response to the Supreme
Court’s Citizens United decision, over forty proposals were
submitted regarding disclosure of political contributions, and
63% of them received greater than 30% support. A proposal
at Sprint Nextel received a majority vote on this issue,
while proposals at State Street and Halliburton received
over 40% support. In addition, thanks to the uproar over
Target’s political contributions, nearly 100 companies,
including half the S&P 100, have now adopted best
practices for oversight of political contributions.
Additional issues included operational safety, internal
controls for mortgage servicing operations, and traditional
human rights and global labor standards proposals. For
example, the Responsible Sourcing Network (RSN) is
working with over seventy apparel companies in the U.S.
and Europe to reaffirm the ban on cotton produced with
forced child labor in Uzbekistan by increasing the transparency of their supply chains.
This was the first year of mandatory say-on-pay, under
which companies put their compensation packages up for
an advisory shareholder vote. Of the 2200 such votes so
far this year, fewer than 2% of shareholders voted against
the compensation packages supported by management.
Nevertheless, management has engaged in an unprecedented level of shareholder engagement to explain and
justify their compensation packages, while many companies
redesigned such policies in order to secure shareholder
support. The increased transparency required by this
regulatory requirement will continue to create a new level of
accountability on executive compensation.
Moreover, the say-on-pay rule has created new opportunities in many companies for discussion of a broad range of
governance matters with shareholders. Given past challenges
in communicating concerns to management, such opportunities are thrilling for those of us who wish to exercise our
voice as shareholders.

What’s Up on Wall Street
Troubles at Home and Abroad
by Scott Secrest AAMS®
For many, it feels like the Great Recession never ended,
though technically speaking it did end in June of 2009. Over
these past two years, the U.S. economy has actually grown
in every quarter, albeit by modest amounts. As we move into
the final quarter of the year, many economists are weighing
the possibility of a second, or “double-dip” recession in the
U.S., and a possible global recession as well. For an economy
that’s been sputtering since 2008, the prospect of further
economic contraction can easily be seen as a continuation
of the Great Recession.
The Federal Reserve, the nation’s economic overseer, met
in August and confirmed that recent indicators point to
continuing weakness in the labor and housing markets – two
crucial constituents in a healthy economy. On the positive
side, the Fed said that their longer-term inflation expectations remain stable; inflation would surely be an unwelcome
complication right now.
In September, the Fed announced a new plan intended to
help revive the economy, dubbed “Operation Twist,” which
aims to raise short-term interest rates and lower longer-term
rates with the hope of encouraging people to borrow and
invest more. This may also lead to lower mortgage rates,
which could support the housing market.

sector. When revenue or income is used to pay down debt,
that money is being directed away from the economy – no
goods are purchased and no salaries are paid with it. These
debt payments, important though they may be, don’t spur
demand, create jobs, or support the housing market.
As for housing and mortgage rates, we’re also still in a
mortgage deleveraging and foreclosure cycle, and frankly,
policy makers may be missing what ails the housing market.
The focus has been on further reducing mortgage rates in
order to stimulate refinancing and new borrowing. But in
any declining market, potential buyers are hesitant to borrow
money to buy depreciating assets, as is expected with
homes for at least another year. Also, lending requirements
– tightened since the financial crisis – are making it difficult
for many to qualify for home loans in the first place.
Moving from the economy to the markets, investors saw
values generally decline during the third quarter. Stocks of
large companies in the U.S. lost 12.1%, while the stocks
of smaller companies were down 18.9%. Foreign stocks,
broadly measured, lost a similar 18.2%. Cleantech and
alternative energy stocks suffered under the poor economic
conditions, down 37.4%. Bonds in the U.S., broadly
measured, gained 2.2%.
For the first seven months of the year the primary driver of
the U.S. stock market appeared to be the domestic economy,
but in August, attention shifted toward foreign concerns.
Many analysts now believe that a default by Greece is all
but inevitable, and that if the default is handled in a chaotic
manner, financial shock could ripple well beyond Europe.
If it comes through a so-called “orderly” process, or if
default is somehow averted, it may create less disruption.
The stock market has historically been a fairly accurate
predictor or “leading indicator” for the health of the economy.
If this is true now, we might expect flagging economic
performance over the coming three to nine months. And,
given the debt repayment cycle in which we find ourselves,
some economists have forecast economic growth well
below historic averages for several years to come.

We have for some time held the view that the Fed’s toolkit,
which can best affect interest rates and the money supply,
is unable to cure what ails the economy. The problem is
not that interest rates are too high, but that we’ve entered
a cycle of debt repayment that started three years ago in
the private sector and is only just beginning in the public

In spite of the hard economic times, ecologically and
financially sound businesses are gaining market share in
many existing and emerging industries. We’ve tracked
and invested in the green economy for years, and have
never seen such growth and innovation in sustainable
business practices and products as has occurred in the last
several years. The economy isn’t out of the woods yet, but
sustainable investors continue to benefit our communities
and themselves by supporting the right kinds of businesses
and industries.
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